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Abstract
We show how to turn a noisy and fragile active triangulation
technique—three-pattern structured light with a grayscale
camera—into a fast and powerful tool for 3D capture: able
to output sub-pixel accurate disparities at megapixel reso-
lution, along with reflectance, normals, and a no-reference
estimate of its own pixelwise 3D error. To achieve this, we
formulate structured-light decoding as a neural inverse ren-
dering problem. We show that despite having just three or
four input images—all from the same viewpoint—this prob-
lem can be tractably solved by TurboSL, an algorithm that
combines (1) a precise image formation model, (2) a signed
distance field scene representation, and (3) projection pat-
tern sequences optimized for accuracy instead of precision.
We use TurboSL to reconstruct a variety of complex scenes
from images captured at up to 60 fps with a camera and a
common projector. Our experiments highlight TurboSL’s
potential for dense and highly-accurate 3D acquisition from
data captured in fractions of a second.

1. Introduction
Structured-light (SL) triangulation is one of the oldest and
most widely used techniques for precise and reliable 3D
shape acquisition [12]. Although many other depth-sensing
modalities have advanced over the past decade [2, 23, 39],
SL remains the most accessible way to capture mm- and
sub-mm accurate geometry for a broad range of materials
and appearances: all that is needed is to arrange one cam-
era and a projector in a stereo configuration, adjust their
baseline, and capture images while a sequence of patterns
is projected onto a scene [9, 32, 40]. With multi-megapixel
cameras readily available and inexpensive projectors boast-
ing 4K resolution [10], SL acquisition of sub-mm-accurate,
multi-megapixel depth maps is now fairly straightforward.
Unfortunately, accurate SL is slow: many patterns must
be projected onto a scene while it remains stationary [11],
making 3D acquisition laborious and restrictive.

At the same time, the last few years have seen tremendous
progress on learning 3D scene representations directly from
2D images, entirely passively [48]. These approaches use
just a camera for acquisition and typically need a relatively
large set of images even for desktop scenes. Their reliance
on ambient illumination, however, is not sufficient for ac-
curate surface reconstruction, especially for scenes that lack
surface texture or have complex reflectance [15, 46, 50].

In this work, we show how to leverage recent advances
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Figure 1: TurboSL for accurate and fast 3D sensing. From three
consecutive grayscale SL video frames of a dynamic scene, Tur-
boSL infers a detailed 3D surface; per-pixel surface normals and
reflectances; and a disparity map with sub-pixel accuracy. It also
estimates residual contributions for indirect and ambient light, and
provides a no-reference proxy for the disparity error at each pixel.

on neural 3D scene modeling to make SL image acquisi-
tion much faster. Specifically, by recasting grayscale multi-
pattern SL as an inverse rendering problem—and by us-
ing a neural signed distance field method to solve it—we
show that just three or four projection patterns are enough to
obtain highly detailed geometric and photometric informa-
tion about an unknown scene: (1) sub-pixel-accurate stereo
correspondences, (2) surface normals and reflectances, (3)
residual contributions from ambient and indirect illumina-
tion [35], and (4) a proxy for the depth uncertainty at each
pixel. Our approach requires no pre-trained models and re-
lies only on the captured SL images for supervision.
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In contrast to conventional settings for neural scene mod-
eling, few-pattern SL is an extreme case that involves just
one camera viewpoint and a very small number of input
images—as few as three. In this extreme case, one does
not have the benefit of the implicit geometric constraints
provided by multi-viewpoint image datasets, which have al-
ready been employed for 3D shape acquisition in conjunc-
tion with time of flight [1] and single-pattern SL data [44].

From the perspective of SL imaging, our approach can be
thought of as addressing the classical problem of SL de-
coding [31]: given the n intensities observed at a pixel
for n known projection patterns, the goal is to “decode”
this information into a stereo correspondence on the pro-
jector’s plane. Existing methods perform this decoding in-
dependently at each pixel—an approach that yields dense
and highly-accurate correspondences for sufficiently large
n [13] but introduces significant noise and outliers as n ap-
proaches the theoretical minimum of three patterns.

To tackle the data-starved regime of few-pattern SL, we take
a global approach instead. Intuitively, even though the in-
tensities observed at a single pixel may constrain the pixel’s
correspondence rather poorly, the SL images as a whole
constrain the scene far more strongly—its 3D shape, its ap-
pearance, and even the optical properties of the projector
illuminating it. We exploit this observation by formulating
SL decoding as the joint inference of per-pixel correspon-
dences; normals; reflectances; ambient and indirect contri-
butions; and of a blur kernel for the projector’s imperfect
optics. We refer to this problem as inverse structured light.

Overall, our work makes the following contributions. First,
we highlight an unexplored instance of inverse rendering
that can break the longstanding SL tradeoff between speed,
accuracy and density of 3D measurements. Second, we
show that neural representations based on signed distance
fields (SDFs) [25, 51, 52] are uniquely suited for this task.
Specifically, alternative volumetric formulations [30] can
easily overfit the limited image data in few-pattern SL, and
2D neural representations [33, 45] are sensitive to the fre-
quency content of projection patterns and thus unsuitable
as a general backbone for SL. Third, we show that precise
modeling of SL image formation—from foreshortening of
incident irradiance to imperfect projector optics—is key for
pushing SL performance to the sub-pixel accuracy regime.
Fourth, we observe that inverse SL produces particularly ac-
curate reconstructions when paired with SL patterns that op-
timize the distinctiveness of adjacent pixels [31]. These pat-
terns have received little attention in traditional SL because
they produce 3D point clouds with many outliers among
their very accurate inliers, making downstream geometry
processing a major challenge. The inductive bias of our
SDF representation, on the other hand, acts as an effec-
tive mechanism for outlier rejection that takes full advan-
tage of the patterns’ inherent accuracy. In TurboSL, we
combine these patterns with a neural method for inverse
SL. Fifth, we present the first experimental demonstra-

tion of acquiring megapixel-resolution disparity, normals,
reflectance, and indirect/ambient contributions from three-
pattern structured light, achieving sub-pixel accuracy with
a standard projector and grayscale camera running at up to
60 fps.

2. Multi-Pattern Structured Light
Consider a projector and camera in a stereo configuration
in front of an unknown scene (Figure 2, left). We seek to
compute correspondences between their planes by captur-
ing n > 1 images under n grayscale projection patterns. Un-
like single-pattern SL whose spatial-smoothness assump-
tions limit 3D accuracy and spatial resolution [26], multi-
pattern SL can theoretically compute the correspondence of
each camera pixel individually [21].

Correspondence-finding in multi-pattern SL involves an
encoding-decoding problem [16]: the n-dimensional vector
of intensities emitted by a projector pixel encode its posi-
tion on the projector’s plane, and the n intensities measured
at a camera pixel are “decoded” to localize the source of
the incident light. Our focus is on the most extreme form
of multi-pattern SL: establishing sub-pixel-accurate corre-
spondences with the fewest possible patterns.

2.1. General SL Image Formation
Suppose the scene is within the depth of field of both the
projector and the camera so that any patterns projected onto
it are in focus. In this case, an infinitesimal patch c on the
camera’s plane will receive contributions from three types
of light paths: (1) direct reflections of a projected pattern
Pk, (2) indirect light originating from the projector, and (3)
contributions from other light sources in the environment.
The intensity measured at a discrete pixel [i, j] is an integral
over the pixel’s footprint of these three contributions:

Ik[i, j] =
∫ ß

r(c)
[

n⃗(c) ·⃗ i(c)
] (

B∗Pk
)
(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸

direct

+ a(c)︸︷︷︸
ambient

+
∫

g(p′ → c)
(
B∗Pk

)
(p′) dp′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
indirect

™
dc + noise (1)

where p is the infinitesimal patch on the projector plane
corresponding to c; the convolution B ∗ Pk models optical
degradations of the projection pattern, if any, due to the pro-
jector’s imperfect optics; r(c) and n⃗(c) are the reflectance
and unit normal of the surface point projecting to c; the
cosine factor n⃗(c) ·⃗ i(c) accounts for surface foreshortening
relative to the incident light direction i⃗(c); and g(p′ → c)
represents indirect light transport from a general patch p′

on the projector’s plane to patch c on the camera.

The geometric relation between corresponding patches on
the camera and projector can be conveniently expressed as
a 2D displacement by assuming, without loss of generality,
a rectified stereo configuration [42]:
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Figure 2: Imaging geometry and the TurboSL decoding algorithm.

p = c − 1
z(c)

ï
0
e

ò
, (2)

where z(c) is the depth of the point projecting to c and the
scalar e depends on the SL system’s geometry (i.e., base-
line, lens focal lengths and physical dimensions of camera
and projector pixels). In the following we refer to the dis-
placement in Eq. (2) as the pixel’s disparity.

2.2. Key Challenges in Pixelwise SL Decoding
Due to the limited observations at each pixel, prior work
on multi-pattern SL considers a simplified form of Eq. (1)
that ignores indirect light and imperfect optics, and treats
camera and projector pixels as infinitesimally small. This
eliminates all integrals from the equation, leaving just three
unknowns per pixel (Eq. (T1) in Table 1): the depth z(c),
a reflectance r(c) that absorbs surface foreshortening, and
a residual term a(c) that also absorbs contributions from
ambient and indirect light. Unfortunately, while pixelwise
inversion of this simplified model is possible when n is large
enough, significant challenges remain for small n.

Near-minimal decoding. In theory, three patterns suffice
to invert Eq. (T1) as long as they can be expressed as a
non-intersecting curve in R3 [16]. In practice, however,
few-pattern SL performs poorly even for highly-optimized
pattern sequences [31]. This is because SL patterns are de-
signed to tackle several competing objectives—providing a
large range of unambiguous disparities [21]; ensuring the
codes of nearby projector pixels are distinguishable with
high probability in presence of noise [17]; and making in-
direct light approximately constant across patterns so it can
be absorbed by the ambient term [18]. These objectives be-
come mutually contradictory when n is small, leading to
unavoidable pixelwise decoding errors regardless of pattern
choice [41]. Our work sidesteps this problem with a neural
approach that inverts the full Eq. (1)—except for the indi-
rect light integral—over the whole image.

Sub-pixel-accurate decoding. The demands on the SL de-
coder are particularly stringent when the stereo baseline is
small. Small baselines lead to compact systems and reduce
shadows and occlusions, but achieving millimeter-scale ac-

curacy with small baselines and large fields of view can
easily push the required disparity error to well below one
pixel.12 This is well beyond the state of the art in few-
pattern SL [5], and outside the reach of SL techniques that
compute pixel-resolution disparities only [31]. In contrast,
our SDF-based approach optimizes correspondences over a
continuous domain and takes both geometric and photomet-
ric image cues into account for higher accuracy.

Pattern-agnostic decoding. In almost all prior work on
SL [16, 17, 32], decoding algorithms have been designed in
conjunction with the projection patterns themselves. Given
the wide range of SL encoding schemes available today, an
important question is how to distinguish the performance
of the encoding scheme from the performance of the de-
coder itself. To that end, the ZNCC decoder [31] treats
SL decoding as a general optimization problem and was
shown to be optimal under an additive noise model, i.e., it
returns the maximum-likelihood pixel correspondence for
any given sequence of projection patterns. Despite its the-
oretical guarantees and state-of-the-art performance [53],
few-pattern SL remains a challenge for this decoder as well
(Figure 3, top). By formulating decoding as an inverse ren-
dering problem, our approach is equally agnostic to the SL
patterns used, but far more accurate (Figure 3, bottom).

Normal estimation & geometry processing. Pixelwise de-
coders conflate reflectance and orientation, outputing un-
oriented point clouds [17]. This leaves normal estimation
and surface extraction to downstream pipelines [3], a chal-
lenging task for few-pattern SL, whose noisy disparities and
outliers can be quite significant. In contrast, our approach
computes disparities and normals jointly, taking advantage
of the strong relation between orientation, appearance, and
sub-pixel disparity (Eq. (1)) present in the raw SL images.
This is in the spirit of end-to-end processing of raw sensor
measurements for rendering and reconstruction [1, 27, 47].

1In our experimental setup, for example, a 1 mm depth error at 70 cm
corresponds to a disparity error of 0.5 projector pixels.

2While SL performance on real scenes is usually measured in terms
of metric depth error [16], this error can be reduced by merely increasing
a system’s baseline without any decoder improvements. A more appropri-
ate performance measure for SL decoders is the disparity error [42], also
adopted in this work, which is invariant to the stereo baseline.
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Figure 3: Pixelwise decoding vs TurboSL decoding for few-pattern SL. Top: Reconstructions from ZNCC [31], a state-of-the-art
pixelwise decoder, for SL images of the real scene in Figure 4. We show results for three pattern families: a la carte [31] with maximum
frequency 128, optimized for zero disparity error; MPS [17] with maximum frequency 8, designed for resistance to indirect light; and
Hamiltonian [16], optimized for low mean disparity error. All 3D meshes are poor in this setting (see supplement Section A.4 for mesh
extraction details and Section B.2 for results with n = 6, which are much better). Bottom: The TurboSL decoder’s results on the same
input. Note the far better accuracy of a la carte SL patterns and the relatively small difference between n = 3 and n = 4 for that family.

Quantifying spatial uncertainty. SL decoding errors can
vary a lot across scenes and even from pixel to pixel within
a scene. This occurs for two reasons. First, the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of individual pixels is not constant be-
cause of differences in reflectance, orientation, projector
distance, and incident ambient/indirect light. Second, all SL
encoding schemes introduce error non-uniformities to some
extent, because the n-dimensional code vector assigned to
some projector pixels may be less distinctive than oth-
ers [21]. These non-uniformities are especially pronounced
in few-pattern SL where very few degrees of freedom are
available for encoding position. As a result, variations in
depth uncertainty can be significant even among camera
pixels with identical SNR. The question of how depth un-
certainty can be estimated from the SL images themselves
is poorly understood, yet this information can be potentially
very useful for geometry processing downstream [43]. We
partially address this question in Section 4.2 by computing
two distinct reconstructions as proxies for uncertainty.

3. Neural Inverse Structured Light
Equation (1) is nothing other than a restricted version of
the general rendering equation [22], where a projector is
the scene’s main light source and the projection patterns are
designed to create images highly informative of the scene’s
3D shape. From this perspective, pixelwise SL decoding
can be viewed as an instance of inverse rendering [28], but
solved independently at every camera pixel.

Neural multi-view reconstruction methods solve an inverse
rendering problem through a global optimization of scene
appearance and geometry, which are each parameterized
using neural networks [4, 51, 54]. The optimization gen-

erally follows an analysis-by-synthesis approach, wherein
(1) an image formation model is used to render camera
images based on the current estimates of scene appearance
and geometry, (2) the rendered images are compared to the
multi-view captured dataset, (3) gradients are computed to
update scene geometry and appearance, and (4) this process
is repeated iteratively to improve reconstruction fidelity.

Application to inverse SL. Applying neural reconstruction
involves choosing how to simplify Eq. (1) and parameterize
its various terms. Table 1 summarizes three general choices.

The first is to use a decoding approach based on 2D multi-
layer perceptrons (MLPs) to invert the same image for-
mation model employed by pixelwise-decoding methods
(Eq. (T2) in Table 1). In this case, the MLPs learn to map
continuous-valued 2D input coordinates to the correspond-
ing values of depth, reflectance, and residual contributions,
with a global representation for geometry and appearance.

A second option is to rely on a 3D neural representation
that employs MLPs [30] or feature-based networks [33] to
map 3D input coordinates to values of an opaque density
field, which models the differential probability of camera
ray termination at each point in space. This allows use
of a more general—albeit approximate—image formation
model based on the volume rendering equation (Eq. (T3)
in Table 1). Implementing this equation to render the in-
tensity of a camera pixel c involves marching along its 3D
ray; retrieving the intensity of the corresponding projec-
tor pixel Pk(c− 1

z e) for each 3D point along the ray; and
alpha-compositing these intensities based on the accumu-
lated density [29]. The result of this integration is scaled
by the reflectance r(c) and combined with the residual term
a(c), both of which are represented by 2D MLPs.
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Decoding approach Scene representation Density o(c,z) Transmittance t(z) Image formation model

Pixel-wise decoding depth z(c), reflectance r(c), N/A N/A r(c) Pk(c− 1
z(c) e) + a(c) (T1)

residual a(c)

Learn 2D MLPs depth z(c), reflectance r(c), N/A N/A r(c) Pk(c− 1
z(c) e) + a(c) (T2)

residual a(c)

Learn 3D opaque density o(c,z), reflectance r(c), N/A exp
Å
−

z∫
zmin

o(c,u)du
ã

r(c)
zmax∫
zmin

Pk(c− 1
z e) t(z) o(c,z)dz + a(c) (T3)

density field residual a(c)

Learn 3D SDF 0-level set of SDF f(c,z), max
Å

− d
dz σ(f(c,z))
σ(f(c,z)) ,0

ã
exp
Å
−

z∫
zmin

o(c,u)du
ã

r(c)
zmax∫
zmin

[
∇̂f(c,z) ·⃗ i(c,z)

]
(B∗Pk)(c− 1

z e) t(z) o(c,z)dz + a(c) (T4)
(forward rendering) reflectance r(c), residual a(c),

normal n⃗(c)

Learn 3D SDF 0-level set of SDF f(c,z), max
Å

− d
dz σ(f(c,z))
σ(f(c,z)) ,0

ã
exp
Å
−

z∫
zmin

o(c,u)du
ã zmax∫

zmin

Ik (p+
1
z e)−a(p+ 1

z e)

r(p+ 1
z e)[∇̂f(c,z)·⃗i(c,z)]

t(z) o(p+ 1
z e,z)dz (T5)

(reverse rendering) reflectance r(c), residual a(c),
normal n⃗(c)

Table 1: Basic approaches, scene representations and image formation models for inverse SL. We define e = [0 e]T , ∇̂f() = ∇f()/∥∇f()∥.

Neither of these two choices proved effective in our experi-
ments. In particular, contrary to their success in multi-view
3D reconstruction [6, 7], we find that 2D MLPs fail to re-
cover accurate geometry when applied to inverse SL, espe-
cially when high-frequency patterns are used for projection
(Figure 4, middle). Intuitively, using a depth map repre-
sentation for inverse SL is challenging because it explicitly
associates each camera pixel with a single depth and thus a
single projector pixel. This fails to handle the ambiguities
inherent in SL with high-frequency patterns, where image
noise can make individual projector pixels less distinguish-
able. Volumetric approaches, on the other hand, are too flex-
ible: they can reproduce the (very few) SL images given as
input very accurately, but extracting a surface from the vol-
ume involves accumulating density along individual camera
rays and finding the expected ray termination distance [8],
which yields inaccurate geometry (Figure 4, right).

The third option, which we adopt, draws on the advantages
of both 2D and volumetric representations: modeling sur-
faces explicitly while flexibly handling ambiguity.

4. The TurboSL Decoder
The TurboSL decoding algorithm uses a hybrid representa-
tion based on volume rendering and a signed distance field
representation [36, 51, 55]. We represent geometry using an
efficient feature-based network [25, 33] to map input 3D co-
ordinates to the values of an SDF. The SDF values are then
converted to density following Wang et al. [51]. We render
camera images by volume rendering according to Eq. (T4).
This representation provides an explicit model for surfaces,
defined as the zero level set of the SDF.

4.1. Bidirectional Rendering
The data-starved conditions in which TurboSL operates re-
quire exploiting all available constraints in the optimization
for better 3D fidelity. To that end, we introduce forward and
reverse rendering procedures that enforce consistency of the
scene representation and the projector blur kernel with the
SL input images, as well as the patterns that produced them.

Forward rendering. In the forward-rendering direction
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Figure 4: MLPs and density fields for inverse SL. Reconstruct-
ing a statue from n = 3 SL images using a la carte projection pat-
terns of maximum frequency 128 [31]. The MLP-based recon-
struction has many artifacts and does not reproduce the input im-
ages. While the volumetric approach reproduces the images faith-
fully, the recovered surface is inaccurate.

we reconstruct a camera image according to Eq. (T4). We
march along rays from the camera center of projection,
through the image plane, and into the scene (Figure 5, bot-
tom left). We query the neural network with 3D points sam-
pled along the ray to recover the corresponding SDF values
and density. Then, we project these points into the pro-
jector plane, retrieve the projector pattern’s intensity, and
alpha-composite the resulting intensities along the ray. We
incorporate the cosine factor ∇f(c,z)

∥∇f(c,z)∥ ·⃗ i(c,z) into the render-
ing along the ray by calculating the SDF’s gradient to query
surface normals. The result of the integral is scaled by a
learned reflectance term r(c) parameterized by a 2D MLP.
An additional 2D MLP is used to parameterize the residual
component a(c), which absorbs ambient and global illumi-
nation and any other unmodeled contributions. The 2D and
3D neural networks are optimized to minimize differences
between the rendered and captured camera images, and af-
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Figure 5: The four ray-marching configurations of TurboSL.

ter optimization, we extract a mesh from the SDF (see sup-
plement Section A.4 for details).

To account for projector non-idealities, we convolve the
(known) projection patterns with a single kernel B before
rendering the camera image. This kernel is optimized with
the scene representation using just the SL input images.

Reverse rendering. In the reverse-rendering direction we
reconstruct the projector pattern according to Eq. (T5) us-
ing the same 2D and 3D neural networks as before. We
march along rays through each projector pixel and project
the 3D points along each ray into the camera image plane to
retrieve the corresponding camera measurement, Ik(p+ 1

z e)
(Figure 5, bottom right). We incorporate the reflectance,
cosine factor, and residual components, and we optimize
the neural networks to minimize the difference between the
rendered and projected patterns.

4.2. Bidirectional Scans as an Uncertainty Proxy
To capture reconstruction uncertainty, we optimize two sep-
arate scene models—one using the procedure of Section 4.1
and one by scanning the volume in a back-to-front order
(Figure 5, top). The intuition behind this approach is as fol-
lows. In SL, images are captured from a single viewpoint
and so each camera ray encounters one surface at most (we
assume no semi-transparent surfaces). Effectively, the vol-
ume rendering procedure finds projector-pattern correspon-
dences by scanning along the epipolar line from one direc-
tion. As we march along a camera ray in front-to-back vol-
ume scanning, we trace out points in one direction along an
epipolar line on the projector plane (Figure 5, bottom left).
Back-to-front scanning proceeds in the same fashion, but
starts from the other side of the epipolar line and scans in
the opposite direction (Figure 5, top left). This bidirectional
scanning is unique to inverse SL and cannot be applied to
conventional multi-view reconstruction where camera rays
can pass through multiple reconstructed surfaces.
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Figure 6: No-reference proxy for disparity error. Comparison
of the signed difference between front-to-back and back-to-front
disparity maps (left) and between front-to-back and ground-truth
maps (middle) for a wedge-like surface reconstructed from two
sets of SL images—one captured (top) and one with extra 1%
Gaussian noise added to the captured set (bottom). The difference
cross-sections show agreement to within a fraction of a pixel, and
the scatter-plots demonstrate strong correlation across all disparity
errors. The SL patterns used were the same as in Figure 4.

Our empirical observation is that pixelwise subtraction
of reconstructed front-to-back and back-to-front disparity
maps provides a proxy for the actual disparity error, i.e., it is
highly correlated with the pixelwise disparity error against
an accurate reference (Figure 6). This type of uncertainty
modeling could be useful for downstream tasks, and is rem-
iniscent of reference-free 3D reconstruction metrics. For
example, in structural biology and other fields, the Fourier
shell correlation metric similarly assesses correlation be-
tween two independently reconstructed volumes [49]. We
use this proxy to remove low-confidence pixels in the ex-
periments of Section 5.

4.3. Optimization
The TurboSL decoder trains by minimizing the following
losses with respect to the parameters of the 2D and 3D
neural networks. The camera loss penalizes the difference
between the rendered and measured camera images, and the
projector loss operates similarly for the projector patterns:

Lcam = ∑
k,c
∥Ik(c)− Ĩk(c)∥, Lproj = ∑

k,p
∥(B∗Pk)(p)− P̃k(p)∥. (3)

We also incorporate a loss Lmask to remove density along
camera rays corresponding to shadowed parts of the scene
and to enforce that rays passing through points illuminated
by the projector are completely attenuated by density (to
prevent transparent surfaces). We calculate a binary mask
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M(c) for illuminated camera pixels by applying a thresh-
old on the difference between the brightest and darkest pixel
values across patterns (shadowed pixels show little variabil-
ity across patterns). The loss is computed as

Lmask = BCE
z,c

Å
M(c),

∫ zmax

zmin

t(z) o(c,z) dz
ã
, (4)

where BCE is the binary cross entropy loss, and the integral
argument computes the total attenuation along the ray.
Last, we incorporate an eikonal penalty to enforce that
the gradient of the SDF be equal to one, and we add an
L1 penalty on densities sampled along the rays to avoid
regions of spurious non-zero density:

Leik = ∑
z,c
(∥∇f(c,z)∥2 −1)2, Lsp = ∑

z,c
exp(−|f(c,z)|) . (5)

In practice, we apply both L1 and L2 penalties for the pro-
jector and camera losses, and we compute a weighted com-
bination of all losses (see supplement Section A for details).

Implementation details. Our implementation of TurboSL
builds on top of the NerfAcc framework [24], augmented
to include the hybrid SDF and volumetric surface param-
eterization [14]. Each model is trained by sampling rays
from both the camera and projector and performing for-
ward and backward rendering. Training for n = 3 input
images takes 12 minutes and uses 10GB of VRAM on an
RTX6000 GPU, i.e., on par with state-of-the-art neural ren-
dering methods [33]. To avoid numerical instability be-
cause of the division in Eq. (T5), we use only camera loss
for the first 1000 iterations and add the projector loss until
convergence. To capture uncertainty, we train two models
for each scene using front-to-back and back-to-front vol-
ume scanning, and render all surfaces using the zero level
set of the front-to-back-trained model. To model projector
blur, we optimize two separable one-dimensional filters of
size 11 pixels and use their outer product as the blur kernel
(see supplement Section A.3). While the camera mask can
be estimated from input images, the projector mask is un-
known. Randomly sampling the projector rays with a con-
stant “background” intensity leads to the creation of spuri-
ous densities. To avoid this, we assume that scene points at
infinite depth along the ray through a projector pixel have
reflectance equal to the projection pattern’s intensity at that
pixel. This allows the projector loss to carve out the space.

5. Experimental Results
We show several results from two SL system configura-
tions, one geared toward 60 fps image acquisition (IDS UI-
3240CP camera) and one for 30 fps acquisition (Prosilica
GT1920c camera). We use the same off-the-shelf projector
(LG PH550 LED mini projector) and the same baseline for
both configurations. We use TurboSL’s a la carte pattern
family for all results discussed below. For more results, see
supplement Section B and the supplemental video.

Dynamic scene reconstruction. To demonstrate the rapid
image acquisition capabilities of TurboSL, we use live
video data to reconstruct a dynamic scene exhibiting non-
rigid motion. Three frequency-128 a la carte patterns are
repeatedly projected onto a hand-held book, while captur-
ing synchronized 30 fps video with our camera. Figure 1
(row 4) shows three snapshots of the reconstructions.

Ablation study of TurboSL components. We conduct an
ablation study of several components of the TurboSL de-
coder in the top row of Figure 7. We capture SL images
of a statue with three a la carte patterns of maximum fre-
quency 32, and reconstruct the scene using only the camera
loss. Without the other components, the approach fails to
accurately model the captured images, and spatial structures
from the projector patterns leak into the reconstructed sur-
face. Adding the projector loss and cosine factor improves
the reconstructed surface somewhat and eliminates some of
the minor banding artifacts from the geometry. Finally, in-
corporating the learnable projector blur kernel yields a low
image reconstruction error across most of the statue, and the
recovered geometry closely matches the ground truth.

Impact of more patterns. Although TurboSL achieves
sub-pixel-level accuracy with as few as three SL patterns
(Figure 3), increasing the number of patterns improves the
accuracy of the recovered geometry. This can be observed
in the second row of Figure 7, where we capture a plush
toy using 4, 5, and 6 a la carte patterns with maximum fre-
quency 32. While using four patterns already reconstructs
geometry at the sub-pixel level, additional patterns improve
the smoothness of the surface normals and reveal additional
wrinkles and fine details in the fabric of the toy. Inspecting
the disparity error maps also shows that the reconstruction
improves in many areas, albeit with some outliers.

Bidirectional rendering. The third row of Figure 7 shows
the outputs of TurboSL’s bidirectional rendering scheme,
including surfaces and normals recovered using front-to-
back and back-to-front rendering. The scene was recon-
structed using four patterns with a maximum frequency of
64. While both rendered surfaces capture similar details,
the reconstructions disagree in areas such as the legs and
ears. As can be seen, the no-reference error map computed
by subtracting the front-to-back and back-to-front dispar-
ity maps helps identify regions of high ground-truth er-
ror. Although the no-reference error map overestimates
the ground-truth error in some regions (e.g. the right ear),
it contains very few false negatives, i.e., points where the
ground-truth error is underestimated. By using a thresh-
old on this conservative no-reference error map (described
in supplement Section C.2), we obtain an inlier mask that
identifies the high-confidence 3D points and normals.

Indirect light. Scenes exhibiting strong indirect lighting ef-
fects are a challenge for SL systems [19, 20, 37, 38]. Row 4
of Figure 7 shows TurboSL’s results for a bowl filled with
a pumpkin and two clementines, using three SL patterns
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Figure 7: TurboSL results. Row 1: We assess the impact on image error of including the camera loss, projector loss, cosine factor, and
projector blur terms for three patterns of maximum frequency 32. Including each term in sequence improves image and 3D reconstruction
fidelity (red arrows). Row 2: Increasing the number of patterns up to 6 further improves reconstruction accuracy. Row 3: Reconstructions
using bidirectional rendering have strong agreement in some areas, less so in others. Regions where the reconstructions differ correlate with
large ground-truth error, providing a conservative estimate of reconstruction uncertainty. Row 4: TurboSL captures fine geometric details
in this challenging scene with indirect lighting; areas affected by indirect light can be observed in the residuals image (yellow arrows).

of maximum frequency 64. The impact of indirect light
is particularly strong near the objects’ boundaries deep in-
side the bowl, where diffuse interreflections contribute the
most [34, 35]. The residual term does capture their con-
tributions (e.g. lower edge of pumpkin, boundary of upper-
most clementine), along with unmodeled stripe-like contri-
butions from the projector. Despite these effects, the no-
reference metric allows automatic exclusion of geometry
near the boundary where depth errors are most severe, yield-
ing high quality geometry despite them. A similar behavior
can be observed in the results of Figure 1, near the book’s
crease. We believe that further exploration of this metric—
and bidirectional rendering more generally—is needed to
fully understand its practical implications.

6. Concluding Remarks
Approaching neural inverse rendering from the perspective
of SL yields unique insights. While much recent work
in inverse rendering focuses on what can be achieved us-
ing images captured from tens to hundreds of viewpoints,
SL imaging offers a counterpoint: careful camera–projector
modeling and modern neural rendering techniques can en-
able robust, sub-mm 3D reconstruction from a single view-
point with commodity hardware.
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